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Abstract
Identifying the spectrum of the sum of two given Hermitian matrices with fixed eigenval-
ues is the famous Horn’s problem. In this note, we investigate a variant of Horn’s problem,
i.e., we identify the probability density function (abbr. pdf) of the diagonals of the sum of
two random Hermitian matrices with given spectra. We then use it to re-derive the pdf of the
eigenvalues of the sum of two random Hermitian matrices with given eigenvalues via deriva-
tive principle, a powerful tool used to get the exact probability distribution by reducing to the
corresponding distribution of diagonal entries. We can recover Jean-Bernard Zuber’s recent
results on the pdf of the eigenvalues of two random Hermitian matrices with given eigen-
values. Moreover, as an illustration, we derive the analytical expressions of eigenvalues of
the sum of two random Hermitian matrices from GUE(n) or Wishart ensemble by derivative
principle, respectively. We also investigate the statistics of exponential of random matrices
and connect them with Golden-Thompson inequality, and partly answer a question proposed
by Forrester. Some potential applications in quantum information theory, such as uniform
average quantum Jensen-Shannon divergence and average coherence of uniform mixture of
two orbits, are discussed.
Mathematics Subject Classification. 22E70, 81Q10, 46L30, 15A90, 81R05
Keywords. Horn’s problem; derivative principle; probability density function; quantum
Jensen-Shannon divergence; quantum coherence
1 Introduction
The famous Horn’s problem asks for the spectrum of the sum of two given Hermitian ma-
trices with fixed eigenvalues. Specifically, Horn’s problem characterizes the triple (a, b, c) for
∗E-mail: godyalin@163.com; linyz@zju.edu.cn
†E-mail: hxiang@whu.edu.cn
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which there exist Hermitian matrices A, B,C with respective eigenvalues a = (a1, . . . , an), b =
(b1, . . . , bn) and c = (c1, . . . , cn) satisfying the following constraint:
A + B = C.
This problem has an affirmative answer [4], in terms of linear inequalities which are now called
Horn’s inequalities. The solutions form a convex polytope whose describing inequalities have
been conjectured by Horn in 1962 [8]. Note that the convex polytope for the solution of Horn’s
problem is, in general, nontrivial. Hence each point in this convex polytope corresponds to a
possible eigenvalue vector for the sum, except the trivial cases (for example, when one of the
matrices is scalar).
Although Horn’s problem is apparently an elementary problem (a complete answer to Horn’s
problem takes almost a century), it turns out to be connected with many areas of mathematics:
linear algebra of course [11], but also combinatorics, algebraic geometry [11], symplectic geome-
try, and even probability theory, etc. For instance, Alekseev et. al give a symplectic proof of the
Horn inequalities on eigenvalues of a sum of two Hermitian matrices with given spectra [1], and
Zuber investigate the probability distribution over the Horn’s polytope [18].
Besides, some researchers give a description of the Duistermaat-Heckman measure on the
Horn polytope. Mathematical speaking, the eigenvalue distributions involved are so-called
Duistermaat-Heckman measures [5], which are defined using the push-forward of the Liouville
measure on a symplectic manifold along the moment map. We follow the notations along the
paper [5], consider the problem of describing the sum of two coadjoint orbits Oa +Ob, where
K acts on Oa ×Ob diagonally with moment map (A, B) 7→ A + B and we have [5]: Let a ∈ t∗>0
and b ∈ t∗
>0. Then DH
K
Oa×Ob = ∑w∈W(−1)l(w)δwa ∗DHTOb , where l(w) is the length of the Weyl
group element w; and DH is the Duistermaat-Heckamn measure. Apparently, this result gives
the distribution of solutions of Horn’s problem in theoretical level completely, but however in
specific computational problems, it is less useful. In this paper, instead of Horn’s polytope itself,
we will consider the pdf of the diagonals of sum of two Hermitian matrices with prescribed spec-
tra. Then by employing derivative principle, we obtain the probability distribution density of the
eigenvalues of sum of two Hermitian matrices with prescribed spectra. The support for such
probability distribution density function is just Horn’s polytope, determined by Horn’s inequali-
ties. The obtained pdfs for the diagonals and spectra, respectively, are expressed by complicated
complex integrals that can be explicitly calculated in lower dimensional cases, in particular for
2× 2 case. We also apply this special case to analyze some quantities used in quantum informa-
tion theory. We remark that Horn’s problem is subsumed into the one-body quantum marginal
problem, i.e., the problem of determining the set of possible reduced density matrices, known
as the quantum marginal problem in quantum information theory and as the N-representability
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problem in quantum chemistry.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we derive the analytical formula for the pdf
of the diagonals of sum of two random Hermitian matrices with prescribed spectra. The main
results are summarized into Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.2. In Sect. 3, we firstly recall the deriva-
tive principle, and then combine this with the pdf of diagonals to derive the pdf of eigenvalues of
sum of two random Hermitian matrices (see Theorem 3.2). We also find that the results obtained
in [18] can be naturally derived from our main result. Further general results, i.e., Theorem 4.1
and Theorem 4.2, are presented in Sect. 4, therein we derive the analytical expressions of eigen-
values of the sum of two random Hermitian matrices from GUE(n) or Wishart ensemble by
derivative principle, respectively. In Sect. 5, we give a thorough investigation concerning a low
dimensional case, i.e., two-dimensional case. Sequentially, in Sect. 6, we use the pdf of the sum of
two GUE random matrices to derive the expectation of the matrix exponential and partly answer
a question proposed by Forrester [6]. As another application of our results, in Sect. 7, we use our
lower dimensional result to analyze some quantities used in quantum information theory. Some
detailed materials for this paper can be found in Appendix.
2 The pdf of diagonals of the sum of two random Hermitian matrices
with given spectra
We present an explicit formula concerning the joint distribution density of the diagonals of the
sum of two random Hermitian matrices with given spectra. This is a new result in this note, and
it will be used to derive the pdf of eigenvalues of the sum of two random Hermitian matrices
with given spectra. To keep accordance with the notation in the present literature, the notation
adopted here is only a little different from that in [14].
Denote x = (x1, . . . , xn), x̂ = diag(x1, . . . , xn) and ∆(x) = ∏16i<j6n(xi − xj), [dx] = ∏nj=1 dxj.
We also denote the unitary orbit with spectrum x by U(x) = {Ux̂U† : U ∈ U(n)}, where U(n)
stands for the n× n unitary matrix group.
Theorem 2.1. Assume that two random matrices A and B chosen uniformly on the unitary orbits U(a)
and U(b), respectively, the joint pdf q(Cdiag|a, b) of the diagonal part Cdiag of the sum C = A + B is
given by the following integral
q(Cdiag|a, b) = M
∆(a)∆(b)
∫
Rn
[dx]
det
(
eixiaj
)
det
(
eixibj
)
∆(x)2 ∏ni=1 e
ixiCii
(2.1)
where
M =
(∏nk=1 Γ(k))
2
(2pi)nin(n−1)
. (2.2)
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Proof. From [18], we see that the pdf of C = UâU† + Vb̂V † is given by 1
p(C|a, b) = 1
2npin2
∫
[dX ]e−i Tr(XC)
∫
U(n)
∫
U(n)
dµHaar(U)dµHaar(V)e
i Tr(XUâU†)ei Tr(XVb̂V
†).
We will consider the following question, i.e., the probability density function of diagonals of sum
of two Hermitian matrices:
q(Cdiag|a, b) =
∫
[dCoff]p(C|a, b). (2.3)
Employ the following identity: X = Xdiag ⊕ Xoff, C = Cdiag ⊕ Coff, and
δ
(
X
off
)
=
1
pin(n−1)
∫
[dCoff]e−i Tr(X
off
C
off). (2.4)
It follows that
q(Cdiag|a, b) =
∫
[dCoff]p(C|a, b)
=
1
2npin2
∫
[dX ]
∫
[dCoff]e−i Tr(XC)
∫
U(n)
∫
U(n)
dµHaar(U)dµHaar(V)e
i Tr(XUâU†)ei Tr(XVb̂V
†)
=
1
2npin2
∫
[dX ]e−i Tr(X
diag
C
diag)
∫
[dCoff]e−i Tr(X
off
C
off)
×
∫
U(n)
∫
U(n)
dµHaar(U)dµHaar(V)e
i Tr(XUâU†)ei Tr(XVb̂V
†).
Thus,
q(Cdiag|a,b) = 1
(2pi)n
∫
[dX]e−i Tr(X
diag
C
diag)δ
(
X
off
)
×
∫
U(n)
∫
U(n)
dµHaar(U)dµHaar(V)e
i Tr(XUâU†)ei Tr(XVb̂V
†)
=
1
(2pi)n
∫
[dXdiag]e−i Tr(X
diag
C
diag)
∫
U(n)
∫
U(n)
dµHaar(U)dµHaar(V)
×
∫
[dXoff]δ
(
X
off
)
ei Tr(XUâU
†)ei Tr(XVb̂V
†).
Therefore,
q(Cdiag|a, b) = 1
(2pi)n
∫
[dXdiag]e−i Tr(X
diag
C
diag)
×
∫
U(n)
∫
U(n)
dµHaar(U)dµHaar(V)e
i Tr(XdiagUâU†)ei Tr(X
diag
Vb̂V
†)
and
q(Cdiag|a, b) = 1
(2pi)n
∫
[dXdiag]e−i Tr(X
diag
C
diag)
(
n
∏
k=1
Γ(k)
det
(
eiX iiaj
)
∆(iXdiag)∆(a)
) n∏
k=1
Γ(k)
det
(
eiX iibj
)
∆(iXdiag)∆(b)

=
1
(2pi)ni2(
n
2)
(∏nk=1 Γ(k))
2
∆(a)∆(b)
∫
[dXdiag]
∆(Xdiag)2
e−i Tr(X
diag
C
diag) det
(
eiX iiaj
)
det
(
eiX iibj
)
.
1Note that the factor 2−npi−n2 is different from that used by Zuber, i.e., (2pi)−n2 . There exists a symmetry condition
about X, that is, Hermiticity of X, and δ(X) = 2−npi−n2
∫
exp(i Tr (TX))[dT].
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This completes the proof.
Define
x¯ =
1
n
n
∑
k=1
xk.
Then
det
(
ei(xi−x¯)λj
)
=
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
ei(x1−x¯)λ1 ei(x1−x¯)λ2 · · · ei(x1−x¯)λn
ei(x2−x¯)λ1 ei(x2−x¯)λ2 · · · ei(x2−x¯)λn
...
...
. . .
...
ei(xn−x¯)λ1 ei(xn−x¯)λ2 · · · ei(xn−x¯)λn
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
eix1λ1e−ix¯λ1 eix1λ2e−ix¯λ2 · · · eix1λne−ix¯λn
eix2λ1e−ix¯λ1 eix2λ2e−ix¯λ2 · · · eix2λne−ix¯λn
...
...
. . .
...
eixnλ1e−ix¯λ1 eixnλ2e−ix¯λ2 · · · eixnλne−ix¯λn
,
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
implying that
det
(
eixiλj
)
= eix¯ ∑
n
k=1 λk
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
eix1λ1e−ix¯λ1 eix1λ2e−ix¯λ2 · · · eix1λne−ix¯λn
eix2λ1e−ix¯λ1 eix2λ2e−ix¯λ2 · · · eix2λne−ix¯λn
...
...
. . .
...
eixnλ1e−ix¯λ1 eixnλ2e−ix¯λ2 · · · eixnλne−ix¯λn
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= eix¯ ∑
n
k=1 λk det
(
ei(xi−x¯)λj
)
.
Therefore, we have
det
(
eixiλj
)
= eix¯ ∑
n
k=1 λk det
(
ei(xi−x¯)λj
)
.
Next we recall the Abel’s identity as follows. In fact, we have
n
∑
k=1
xkyk = yn
n
∑
k=1
xk +
n−1
∑
k=1
(yk − yk+1)
(
k
∑
j=1
xj
)
.
Now we expand the determinant det
(
ei(xi−x¯)λj
)
as below:
det
(
ei(xi−x¯)λj
)
= ∑
σ∈Sn
sign(σ)
n
∏
k=1
ei(xk−x¯)λσ(k) = ∑
σ∈Sn
sign(σ) exp
(
i
n
∑
k=1
(xk − x¯)λσ(k)
)
,
where sign(σ) = ±1 for odd (−1) or even (+1) permutation. By using Abel’s identity, we have
n
∑
k=1
λσ(k)(xk − x¯) = (xn − x¯)
n
∑
k=1
λσ(k) +
n−1
∑
k=1
(xk − xk+1)
(
k
∑
j=1
λσ(j)
)
=
n−1
∑
k=1
(xk − xk+1)
(
k
∑
j=1
λσ(j)
)
− (x¯− xn)
n
∑
j=1
λj.
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Again, by using Abel’s identity, we have
nx¯ =
n
∑
k=1
1 · xk = xn
n
∑
k=1
1+
n−1
∑
k=1
(xk − xk+1)
(
k
∑
j=1
1
)
= nxn +
n−1
∑
k=1
k(xk − xk+1).
That is,
x¯− xn =
n−1
∑
k=1
k
n
(xk − xk+1).
Finally, we have
n
∑
k=1
λσ(k)(xk − x¯) =
n−1
∑
k=1
(xk − xk+1)
(
k
∑
j=1
λσ(j)
)
−
(
n−1
∑
k=1
k
n
(xk − xk+1)
)
n
∑
j=1
λj
=
n−1
∑
k=1
(xk − xk+1)
(
k
∑
j=1
λσ(j) −
k
n
n
∑
j=1
λj
)
.
That is,
n
∑
k=1
λσ(k)(xk − x¯) =
n−1
∑
k=1
(xk − xk+1)
(
k
∑
j=1
λσ(j) −
k
n
n
∑
j=1
λj
)
.
From the above discussion, we see that
det
(
eixiλj
)
= eix¯ ∑
n
k=1 λk ∑
σ∈Sn
sign(σ)
n−1
∏
k=1
exp
[
i(xk − xk+1)
(
k
∑
j=1
λσ(j) −
k
n
n
∑
j=1
λj
)]
. (2.5)
Note that ∏nk=1 e
−ixkck = exp [−i∑nk=1 ckxk], where
n
∑
k=1
ckxk = xn
n
∑
k=1
ck +
n−1
∑
k=1
(xk − xk+1)
(
k
∑
j=1
cj
)
.
Hence, via xn = x¯−∑n−1k=1 kn (xk − xk+1), it follows that
n
∑
k=1
ckxk = x¯
n
∑
k=1
ck +
n−1
∑
k=1
(xk − xk+1)
(
k
∑
j=1
cj − k
n
k
∑
j=1
cj
)
. (2.6)
It follows that
n
∏
k=1
e−ixkck = exp
[
−ix¯
n
∑
k=1
ck
]
exp
[
−i
n−1
∑
k=1
(xk − xk+1)
(
k
∑
j=1
cj − k
n
k
∑
j=1
cj
)]
. (2.7)
In the following we derive a further simplified expression for the analytical formula in Theo-
rem 2.1. By Theorem 2.1, we see that it suffices to calculate the following integral
I(a, b : Cdiag) :=
∫
Rn
[dx]det
(
eixiaj
)
det
(
eixibj
)
∆(x)−2
n
∏
i=1
e−ixiCii . (2.8)
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Corollary 2.2. The joint pdf q(Cdiag|a, b) of the diagonal part Cdiag of the sum C = A + B is given by
q(Cdiag|a, b) = M
∆(a)∆(b)
I(a, b : Cdiag), (2.9)
where M is from (2.2) and
I(a, b : Cdiag) = 2piδ
(
n
∑
j=1
(aj + bj − C jj)
)
∑
σ,τ∈Sn
sign(στ)
∫
Rn−1
[du]
∆˜(u)2
n−1
∏
k=1
eiukBk(σ,τ) (2.10)
with
Bk(σ, τ) :=
k
∑
j=1
(aσ(j) + bτ(j) − C jj)−
k
n
n
∑
j=1
(aj + bj − C jj). (2.11)
Proof. Note that (2.9) is the reformulation of Theorem 2.1. So we focus on the expression I(a, b :
C
diag). From the formulae (2.5) and (2.7) we have
det
(
eixiaj
)
= exp
[
ix¯
n
∑
k=1
ak
]
∑
σ∈Sn
sign(σ)
n−1
∏
k=1
exp
[
i(xk − xk+1)
(
k
∑
j=1
aσ(j) −
k
n
n
∑
j=1
aj
)]
det
(
eixibj
)
= exp
[
ix¯
n
∑
k=1
bk
]
∑
τ∈Sn
sign(τ)
n−1
∏
k=1
exp
[
i(xk − xk+1)
(
k
∑
j=1
bτ(j) −
k
n
n
∑
j=1
bj
)]
.
and
n
∏
k=1
e−ixkCkk = exp
[
−ix¯
n
∑
k=1
Ckk
]
exp
[
i
n−1
∑
k=1
(xk − xk+1)
(
−
k
∑
j=1
C jj +
k
n
k
∑
j=1
C jj
)]
.
And it follows that
det
(
eixiaj
)
det
(
eixibj
) n
∏
k=1
e−ixkCkk
= exp
[
ix¯
n
∑
j=1
(aj + bj − C jj)
]
∑
σ,τ∈Sn
sign(στ)
n−1
∏
k=1
exp [i(xk − xk+1)Bk(σ, τ)] ,
where Bk(σ, τ) is defined in (2.11). We next perform the change of variables: (x1, . . . , xn) →
(x¯, u1, . . . , un−1), where uk = xk − xk+1. The Jacobian of this transformation is given by
J =
∣∣∣∣ ∂(x¯, u1, . . . , un−1)∂(x1, . . . , xn)
∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1
n
1
n · · · 1n 1n
1 −1 · · · 0 0
0 1
. . . 0 0
...
...
. . . −1 0
0 0 · · · 1 −1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= (−1)n−1. (2.12)
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Then dx1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxn = (−1)n−1dx¯ ∧ du1 ∧ · · · ∧ dun−1, that is, this transformation is volume-
preserving, [dx] = dx¯[du], where [du] = ∏n−1j=1 duj. Now we have already known [9] that
δ(s) =
1
2pi
∫
R
eistdt.
This indicates that the first factor is given by
∫
R
eix¯ ∑
n
k=1(ak+bk−ck)dx¯ = 2piδ
(
n
∑
k=1
(ak + bk − ck)
)
.
Finally, we have
I(a, b : Cdiag) =
∫
Rn
[dx]
∆(x)2
det
(
eixiaj
)
det
(
eixibj
) n
∏
k=1
e−ixkCkk
=
∫
R
eix¯ ∑
n
k=1(ak+bk−ck)dx¯ ∑
σ,τ∈Sn
sign(στ)
∫
Rn−1
[du]
∆˜(u)2
n−1
∏
k=1
eiukBk(σ,τ)
= 2piδ
(
n
∑
j=1
(aj + bj − C jj)
)
∑
σ,τ∈Sn
sign(στ)
∫
Rn−1
[du]
∆˜(u)2
n−1
∏
k=1
eiukBk(σ,τ),
where
∆˜(u) := ∏
16i6j−16n−1
(ui + ui+1 + · · ·+ uj−1).
This completes the proof.
3 The pdf via derivative principle
The derivative principle is formally put forward in [5]. The authors of [5] derived this result in the
abstract level, i.e., in the regime of Lie algebra, and they used this result to obtain the distribution
of eigenvalues of random marginals of a multipartite random pure state. Later, Mejía, Zapata,
and Botero rederived this result in Random Matrix Theory (RMT) [14], and they used this result
to study the difference between two random mixed quantum states. The following version of the
derivative principle is from [14].
Proposition 3.1 (The derivative principle). Let Z be an n× n random matrix drawn from a unitarily
invariant random matrix ensemble, pZ the joint eigenvalue distribution for Z and qZ the joint distribution
of the diagonal elements of Z. Then
pZ(λ) =
1
∏
n
k=1 k!
(−1)(n2)∆(λ)∆(∂λ)qZ(λ), (3.1)
where ∆(λ) = ∏i<j(λi − λj) is the Vandermonde determinant and ∆(∂λ) the differential operator
∏i<j
(
∂
∂λi
− ∂∂λj
)
.
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3.1 New derivation by the pdf of diagonals
With the derivative principle, we can relate the pdf of the eigenvalues of the sum of two random
Hermitian matrices with given spectra to that of diagonals of this sum.
In the following, we will use the derivative principle to rederive the pdf of eigenvalues of
sum of two random Hermitian matrices with given spectra.
Theorem 3.2. Assume that two random Hermitian matrices A and B chosen uniformly on the unitary
orbits U(a) and U(b), respectively, the joint pdf p(c|a, b) of the eigenvalues c of the sum C = A + B is
given by derivative principle (3.1)
p(c|a, b) = 1
∏
n
k=1 k!
(−1)(n2)∆(c)∆(∂c)q(c|a, b). (3.2)
where q(c|a, b) is from (2.9) by replacing Cdiag as c. Moreover,
p(c|a, b) = ∏
n
k=1 Γ(k)
(2pi)nn!i(
n
2)
∆(c)
∆(a)∆(b)
∫
Rn
[dx]
∆(x)
det
(
eixiaj
)
det
(
eixibj
) n
∏
k=1
e−ixkck . (3.3)
Proof. Note that(
∂
∂ci
− ∂
∂cj
)
q(c|a, b) = M
∆(a)∆(b)
∫
det
(
eixiaj
)
det
(
eixibj
)
∆(x)−2
(
∂
∂ci
− ∂
∂cj
)
n
∏
k=1
e−ixkckdxk,
where (
∂
∂ci
− ∂
∂cj
)
n
∏
k=1
e−ixkck = (−i)(xi − xj)
n
∏
k=1
e−ixkck .
Thus,
∆(∂c)
n
∏
k=1
e−ixkck = ∏
i<j
(−i)(xi − xj)
n
∏
k=1
e−ixkck
=
1
i(
n
2)
∆(x)
n
∏
k=1
e−ixkck .
Therefore,
∆(∂c)q(c|a, b) = 1
i(
n
2)
M
∆(a)∆(b)
∫
[dx]
∆(x)
det
(
eixiaj
)
det
(
eixibj
) n
∏
k=1
e−ixkck .
Substituting it into the right hand side of (3.1), we have
1
∏
n
k=1 k!
(−1)(n2)∆(c)∆(∂c)q(c|a, b)
=
(−1)(n2)
n!∏nk=1 Γ(k)
M
i(
n
2)
∆(c)
∆(a)∆(b)
∫
[dx]
∆(x)
det
(
eixiaj
)
det
(
eixibj
) n
∏
k=1
e−ixkck
=
∏
n
k=1 Γ(k)
(2pi)nn!i(
n
2)
∆(c)
∆(a)∆(b)
∫
[dx]
∆(x)
det
(
eixiaj
)
det
(
eixibj
) n
∏
k=1
e−ixkck .
This is exactly the application of derivative principle, and it yields the joint eigenvalue distribu-
tion.
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3.2 Zuber’s derivation
Theorem 3.3 (J-B. Zuber, [18]). Assume that two random matrices A and B chosen uniformly on the
unitary orbits U(a) and U(b), respectively, the joint pdf p(c|a, b) of the eigenvalues c of the sum C :=
A + B is given by the following integral
p(c|a, b) = const.∆(c)2
∫
Rn
[dx]∆(x)2I(a, ix)I(b, ix)I(c, ix), (3.4)
where
I(a, b) =
∫
U(n)
exp
(
Tr
(
âUb̂U
†
))
dµHaar(U) (3.5)
is the famous Harish-Chandra integral for which the explicit formula can be written down [10]:
I(a, b) =
(
n
∏
k=1
Γ(k)
)
det
(
eaibj
)
∆(a)∆(b)
. (3.6)
Proposition 3.4. The pdf of eigenvalues c, given a and b, is given by
p(c|a, b) = ∏
n
k=1 Γ(k)
(2pi)n(n!)2i(
n
2)
∆(c)
∆(a)∆(b)
∫
[dx]
∆(x)
det
(
eixiaj
)
det
(
eixibj
)
det
(
e−ixicj
)
(3.7)
=
∏
n
k=1 Γ(k)
(2pi)nn!i(
n
2)
∆(c)
∆(a)∆(b)
∫
[dx]
∆(x)
det
(
eixiaj
)
det
(
eixibj
) n
∏
k=1
e−ixkck . (3.8)
Proof. Note that we can use permutational symmetry of the integrand to replace det
(
e−ixicj
)
by
n!e−i〈x,c〉 = n!∏nk=1 e−ixkck .
Note that (3.8) is exactly the same as (3.3), which is derived from q(c|a, b) and the derivative
principle in Section 3.
Corollary 3.5. The pdf of eigenvalues c, given a and b, is given by
p(c|a, b) = ∏
n
k=1 Γ(k)
(2pi)n−1n!i(
n
2)
δ
(
n
∑
k=1
(ak + bk − ck)
)
∆(c)
∆(a)∆(b)
J(a, b : c), (3.9)
where J(a, b : c) is given by
J(a, b : c) = ∑
σ,τ∈Sn
sign(στ)
∫
Rn−1
[du]
∆˜(u)
n−1
∏
k=1
exp [iukAk(σ, τ)] , (3.10)
and where
Ak(σ, τ) =
k
∑
j=1
(
aσ(j) + bτ(j) − cj
)
− k
n
n
∑
j=1
(aj + bj − cj).
Although an approach toward the integral in Theorem 3.3 is sketched by Zuber in [18], we
choose to reconstruct the details for reader’s convenience. Note that there are a few different
tricks from the way sketched by Zuber.
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Proof. We simplify the two determinants in the integral of (3.8). Then employing (2.5), we get
det
(
eixiaj
)
det
(
eixibj
)
= eix¯ ∑
n
k=1(ak+bk) ∑
σ,τ∈Sn
sign(στ)
×
n−1
∏
k=1
exp
[
i(xk − xk+1)
(
k
∑
j=1
(aσ(j) + bτ(j))
)
− k
n
n
∑
j=1
(aj + bj)
]
.
We switch to the last term in the integral of (3.8). Thus, by using (2.6)
n
∏
k=1
e−ixkck = exp
[
−ix¯
n
∑
k=1
ck
]
exp
[
−i
n−1
∑
k=1
(xk − xk+1)
(
k
∑
j=1
cj − k
n
k
∑
j=1
cj
)]
.
Therefore, we have
det
(
eixiaj
)
det
(
eixibj
) n
∏
k=1
e−ixkck (3.11)
= eix¯ ∑
n
k=1(ak+bk−ck) ∑
σ,τ∈Sn
sign(στ)
n−1
∏
k=1
exp [i(xk − xk+1)Ak(σ, τ)] . (3.12)
where
Ak(σ, τ) =
k
∑
j=1
(
aσ(j) + bτ(j) − cj
)
− k
n
n
∑
j=1
(aj + bj − cj).
It follows that ∫
Rn
[dx]
∆(x)
det
(
eixiaj
)
det
(
eixibj
) n
∏
k=1
e−ixkck
=
∫
R
eix¯ ∑
n
k=1(ak+bk−ck)dx¯ ∑
σ,τ∈Sn
sign(στ)
∫
Rn−1
[du]
∆˜(u)
n−1
∏
k=1
exp [iukAk(σ, τ)] ,
where
∆˜(u) := ∏
16i6j−16n−1
(ui + ui+1 + · · ·+ uj−1).
Therefore, we see that∫
Rn
[dx]
∆(x)
det
(
eixiaj
)
det
(
eixibj
) n
∏
k=1
e−ixkck
= 2piδ
(
n
∑
k=1
(ak + bk − ck)
)
∑
σ,τ∈Sn
sign(στ)
∫
Rn−1
[du]
∆˜(u)
n−1
∏
k=1
exp [iukAk(σ, τ)] .
We are done.
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4 The pdf of eigenvalues of the sum of random Hermitian matrices
4.1 The pdf of eigenvalues of the sum of random Hermitian matrices from GUE
ensemble
Recall that the standard complex normal random variable or standard complex Gaussian ran-
dom variable is a complex random variable z whose real and imaginary parts are independent
normally distributed random variables with mean zero and variance 12 . We use the notation
z ∼ NC(0, 1) = N(0, 12) +
√−1N(0, 12 ) to denote the fact that z is the standard complex normal
random variable.
The so-called GUE(n) ensemble is the class of complex Hermitian random matrices A =
(aij)n×n, generated in the following way:
A =
1
2
(Z + Z†),
where Z = (zij)n×n is the standard complex Gaussian random matrix, i.e., zij ∼ NC(0, 1) are i.i.d.
for all i, j. From this, we see that
aij =
1
2
(zij + z¯ji).
If i = j, then aii = Re(zii) ∼ N(0, 12); if i 6= j, then aij ∼ NC(0, 12). Moreover, the density functions
of aij are given by
p(aij) =

1√
pi
e−a2ii , if i = j;
p(aij) =
2
pi e
−2|aij |2 , if i 6= j.
(4.1)
Therefore the pdf of a random matrix A ∈ GUE(n) is given by the following:
p(A) =
2(
n
2)
pi
n2
2
exp
(−Tr (A2)) . (4.2)
As already known [2], ∫
Rn
∆(x)2 exp (−〈x, x〉) [dx] = (2pi) n2 2− n
2
2
n
∏
k=1
k! (4.3)
The pdf of eigenvalues a = (a1, a2, . . . , an) of A = UâU
† is given by
2(
n
2)
pi
n
2 ∏
n
k=1 k!
∆(a)2 exp (−〈a, a〉) , a ∈ Rn. (4.4)
Here 〈·, ·〉 is the Euclid inner product.
Proposition 4.1. The pdf of s = (s1, . . . , sn) eigenvalues of the sum S = ∑
K
k=1 Ak, where all Ak ∈
GUE(n) are i.i.d., is given by
pS,K(s) =
(
2
K
)(n2)
(Kpi)
n
2 ∏
n
j=1 j!
∆(s)2 exp
(
− 1
K
〈s, s〉
)
, s ∈ Rn. (4.5)
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Proof. As an illustration, we show the corresponding result for K = 2 and S = A1+ A2. The proof
for an arbitrary positive integer K goes similarly. Firstly we work out the pdf of the diagonal part
of W . In fact,
S
diag = diag(a
(1)
11 + a
(2)
11 , a
(1)
22 + a
(2)
22 , . . . , a
(1)
nn + a
(2)
nn ),
where a
(1)
ii , a
(2)
jj ∼ N(0, 12) are i.i.d. Gaussian random variables. Then the pdf q
(
S
diag
)
of Sdiag is
given
q
(
S
diag
)
=
n
∏
i=1
q(Sii),
where
q(Sii) = (ϕ ⋆ ϕ)(Sii) =
1√
2pi
exp
(
−1
2
S2ii
)
for i = 1, · · · , n. Here ϕ(x) = 1√
pi
e−x2 and ⋆ means the convolution product. Thus
q
(
S
diag
)
=
n
∏
i=1
1√
2pi
exp
(
−1
2
S2ii
)
=
(
1
2pi
) n
2
exp
(
−1
2
n
∑
i=1
S2ii
)
. (4.6)
By using Proposition 3.1, we get that
pS(s) = pA1+A2(s) =
1
∏
n
k=1 k!
(−1)(n2)∆(s)∆(∂s)q(s) (4.7)
=
1
(2pi)
n
2 ∏
n
k=1 k!
∆(s)2 exp
(
−1
2
〈s, s〉
)
. (4.8)
This completes the proof.
4.2 The pdf of eigenvalues of the sum of Hermitian matrices from Wishart ensemble
Let Z = (zij)m×n denote an m× n(m 6 n) standard complex Gaussian randommatrix, i.e., entries
of Z are independent complex random variables subject to NC(0, 1) with Gaussian densities:
1
pi
exp(− ∣∣zij ∣∣2).
The complex Wishart ensemble is the class of positive semi-definite matrices W = ZZ†.
Proposition 4.2. The pdf of w = (w1, . . . ,wm) eigenvalues of the sum W = ∑
K
k=1 W k is given by
pW ,K(w) =
1
∏
m
j=1 Γ(Kn−m+ j)Γ(1+ j)
∆(w)2
m
∏
j=1
(
wKn−mj e
−wj
)
. (4.9)
Proof. As an illustration, we show the corresponding result for K = 2 and W = W1 + W2.
The proof for an arbitrary positive integer K goes similarly. Firstly we work out the pdf of the
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diagonal part of W . Consider the sum W = W (1) +W (2). Let w = (w1, . . . ,wm) be the vector of
eigenvalues of W . Then
W
diag = (W
(1)
11 +W
(2)
11 , . . . ,W
(1)
mm +W
(2)
mm).
Hence,
q(Wdiag) =
m
∏
j=1
q(Wjj),
where
q(Wjj) = (ψ ⋆ ψ)(Wjj) =
∫ Wjj
0
ψ(x)ψ(Wjj − x)dx = 1
Γ(2n)
W2n−1jj e
−Wjj
for ψ(x) = 1
Γ(n)x
n−1e−x. Thus,
q(Wdiag) =
1
Γ(2n)m
(
m
∏
j=1
W2n−1jj
)
e−∑
m
j=1Wjj. (4.10)
By using Proposition 3.1, we get that
pW (w) =
1
∏
m
k=1 k!
(−1)(m2 )∆(w)∆(∂w)q(w) (4.11)
=
1
∏
m
j=1 Γ(2n−m+ j)Γ(1+ j)
∆(w)2
m
∏
j=1
(
w2n−mj e
−wj
)
. (4.12)
The normalization can be using the following result [2]:
∫
Rm+
|∆(x)|2γ
N
∏
j=1
xα−1j e
−xjdxj =
N
∏
j=1
Γ(α + γ(j− 1))Γ(1+ γj)
Γ(1+ γ)
. (4.13)
Remark 4.3. In fact, the above results can be derived directly from the definitions of GUE(n)
and/or Wishart matrix ensemble. Here we just would like to use their reasoning to demonstrate
the power of the derivative principle in RMT.
5 Low dimensional case study
For the sum of two 2× 2 random Hermitian matrices, we can derive concise expressions for the
pdfs of diagonals and eigenvalues of this sum.
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5.1 The pdf of diagonals of the sum of two random matrices with given spectra
For n = 2, for a = (a1, a2) with a1 > a2 and b = (b1, b2) with b1 > b2, the formula (2.10) can be
simplifed as follows.
I(a, b : Cdiag) = 2piδ
(
2
∑
j=1
(aj + bj − C jj)
)
∑
σ,τ∈S2
sign(στ)
∫
R
du
u2
eiuB(σ,τ), (5.1)
where
B(σ, τ) := aσ(1) + bτ(1) − C11 −
1
2
2
∑
j=1
(aj + bj − C jj).
Next, we calculate the integral: ∫ +∞
−∞
eiuB(σ,τ)
u2
du.
We apply the following formula for Fourier transform [9]
∫ +∞
−∞
e−iwt
tn
dt = −ipi (−iw)
n−1
Γ(n)
sgn(w), (5.2)
where
sgn(w) =

1, if w > 0,
0, if w = 0,
−1, if w < 0.
We can see that ∫ +∞
−∞
e−iνt
t2
dt = −pi |ν| , (5.3)
and thus, ∫ +∞
−∞
eiuB(σ)
u2
du = −pi |B(σ, τ)| . (5.4)
From the above, we see that
∑
σ,τ∈S2
sign(στ)
∫
R
du
u2
eiuB(σ,τ) = −pi ∑
σ,τ∈S2
sign(στ) |B(σ, τ)| . (5.5)
Define α12 := a1 − a2 > 0, β12 := b1 − b2 > 0, and γ˜12 := C11 − C22. Then (5.1) is rewritten as
I(a, b : Cdiag) = 2piδ
(
2
∑
j=1
(aj + bj − C jj)
)
×
(
−pi
2 ∑
σ,τ∈S2
sign(στ) |sign(σ)α12 + sign(τ)β12 − γ˜12 |
)
.
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That is,
I(a, b : Cdiag) = pi2δ
(
2
∑
j=1
(aj + bj − C jj)
)
(|α12 − β12 − γ˜12 |+ |α12 − β12 + γ˜12 |
− |α12 + β12 − γ˜12 | − |α12 + β12 + γ˜12 |).
Therefore
q(Cdiag|a, b) = 1
4α12β12
δ
(
2
∑
j=1
(aj + bj − C jj)
)
(|α12 + β12 − γ˜12 |+ |α12 + β12 + γ˜12 |
− |α12 − β12 − γ˜12 | − |α12 − β12 + γ˜12 |). (5.6)
5.2 The pdf of eigenvalues of the sum of two random Hermitian matrices
Denote by λ(X) the vector whose components consisting of eigenvalues in a non-increasing order
of Hermitian matrix X . Given two 2× 2 Hermitian matrices A and B with λ(A) = (a1, a2) :=
a and λ(B) = (b1, b2) = b. We also denote C = A + B and λ(C) = (c1, c2) := c. Denote
I = (|α12 − β12 | , α12 + β12), where α12 = a1 − a2 > 0 and β12 = b1 − b2 > 0. The pdf of
C = UâU† + Vb̂V † is given as [18]
p(c|a, b) = c1 − c2
2(a1 − a2)(b1 − b2) (1I(c1 − c2)− 1−I(c1 − c2))
×δ (c1 + c2 − a1 − a2 − b1 − b2) , (5.7)
which can be also derived from (5.6) and the derivative principle.
Next, as an illustration, instead of using the derivative principle, we give explicitly another
reasoning about the pdf of eigenvalues of the sum C
def
= A + B, where A = (aij) and B = (bij) in
GUE(2). Thus for n = 2, the pdf of eigenvalues a = (a1, a2) of A is given by
pA(a) =
1
pi
(a1 − a2)2 exp
(−a21 − a22) , (a1, a2) ∈ R2. (5.8)
From the above equation (5.7), we see that the pdf of eigenvalues of the sum of two elements
from GUE(2) ensemble is given by
pA+B(c)
def
=
∫
D(c)
p(c|a, b)pA(a)pB(b)[da][db]
=
2 |c1 − c2 |
pi2
∫
D(c)
δ (c1 + c2 − a1 − a2 − b1 − b2)
× (a1 − a2)(b1 − b2)e−a21−a22e−b21−b22da1da2db1db2,
where the integration is taken over the domain D(c):
D(c) :=
{
(a1, b1, a2, b2) ∈ R4 : |a1 − a2 − (b1 − b2)| < |c1 − c2 | < a1 − a2 + b1 − b2
}
. (5.9)
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Performing change of variables:
x1 := a1 − a2, x2 := a2, y1 := b1 − b2, y2 := b2,
thus 
a1
a2
b1
b2
 =

1 1 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 1
0 0 0 1


x1
x2
y1
y2
 ,
implying that da1da2db1db2 = dx1dx2dy1dy2. The domain D(c) is transformed into D˜(c) =
D˜1(c) × R2, where D˜1(c) = {(x1, y1) : |x1 − y1 | < |c1 − c2 | < x1 + y1}. The integral is trans-
formed as (the scalar factor is omitted)∫
D˜(c)
δ (c1 + c2 − (x1 + y1)− 2(x2 + y2)) x1y1e−(x1+x2)2−x22e−(y1+y2)2−y22dx1dx2dy1dy2
=
∫
D˜1(c)
dx1dy1x1y1
∫
R2
dx2dy2δ (c1 + c2 − (x1 + y1)− 2(x2 + y2)) e−(x1+x2)2−x22e−(y1+y2)2−y22 ,
where ∫
R2
dx2dy2δ (c1 + c2 − (x1 + y1)− 2(x2 + y2)) e−(x1+x2)2−x22e−(y1+y2)2−y22
=
√
pi
4
exp
(
−1
4
(
(c1 + c2)
2 + 2(x21 + y
2
1)
))
.
Hence,
pA+B(c) =
|c1 − c2 |
2pi
3
2 e
1
4 (c1+c2)
2
∫
D˜1(c)
dx1dy1x1y1e
− 12 (x21+y21). (5.10)
Since
D˜1(c) = {(x1, y1) : 0 < x1 6 |c1 − c2 | ,−x1 + |c1 − c2 | < y1 < x1 + |c1 − c2 |}⋃
{(x1, y1) : x1 > |c1 − c2 | , x1 − |c1 − c2 | < y1 < x1 + |c1 − c2 |} ,
it follows that∫
D˜1(c)
dx1dy1x1y1e
− 12 (x21+y21)
=
∫ |c1−c2 |
0
dx1x1e
− x
2
1
2
∫ x1+|c1−c2 |
−x1+|c1−c2 |
dy1y1e
− y
2
1
2 +
∫ ∞
|c1−c2 |
dx1x1e
− x
2
1
2
∫ x1+|c1−c2 |
x1−|c1−c2 |
dy1y1e
− y
2
1
2
=
√
pi
2
e−
1
4 (c1−c2)2 |c1 − c2 | .
In summary, when two random Hermitian matrices A and B are taken from GUE(2), then the
pdf of eigenvalues c = (c1, c2) of the sum C = A + B is analytically expressed as
pA+B(c) =
1
4pi
(c1 − c2)2 exp
(
− c
2
1 + c
2
2
2
)
, (c1, c2) ∈ R2. (5.11)
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We remark here that using the conditional pdf p(c|a, b) to get the pdf pA+B(s) of the sum of
two random Hermitian matrices is suitable for the sum of two different type of Random Matrix
Ensembles, for instance A ∈ GUE(n) and B from Wishart matrix ensemble. We also see that the
computation for the integral is very complicated.
6 Connection with Golden-Thompson inequality
Let dµ(H) = p(H)[dH], where p(H) the pdf which is given by (4.2). Denote
EH∈GUE(n) [ f (H)] =
∫
GUE(n)
f (H)dµ(H), (6.1)
where f (H) is the functional calculus of the function f . By the spectral decomposition of H:
H = UΛU†, where Λ = diag(λ1, . . . ,λn) with +∞ > λ1 > · · · > λn > −∞, and U ∈ U(n)/T.
Here T is the maximal torus of U(n). Then we have [16]
[dH] =
vol(U(n))
(2pi)n
∆(λ)2[dΛ]dν(U), (6.2)
where
vol(U(n)) =
2npi(
n+1
2 )
∏
n
k=1 Γ(k)
is the Lebesgue volume of the unitary group U(n) and dν(U) is the normalized Haar measure
over U(n) in the sense that ∫
U(n)
dν(U) = 1.
We get that
dµ(H) =
2(
n
2)
pi
n
2 ∏
n
k=1 Γ(k)
∆(λ)2 exp
(−Tr (Λ2)) [dΛ]dν(U). (6.3)
Moreover,
EH∈GUE(n) [ f (H)] =
2(
n
2)
pi
n
2 ∏
n
k=1 Γ(k)
∫
+∞>λ1>···>λn>−∞
∆(λ)2 exp
(−Tr (Λ2)) [dΛ]
×
∫
dν(U)U f (Λ)U†
= κn( f ) · 1n,
where
κn( f )
def
=
2(
n
2)
npi
n
2 ∏
n
k=1 Γ(k)
∫
+∞>λ1>···>λn>−∞
Tr ( f (Λ)) ∆(λ)2 exp
(−Tr (Λ2)) [dΛ]
=
1
n
2(
n
2)
pi
n
2 ∏
n
k=1 k!
∫
Rn
Tr ( f (Λ)) ∆(λ)2 exp
(−Tr (Λ2)) [dΛ]
=
1
n
∫
Rn
Tr ( f (Λ)) p(Λ)[dΛ],
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where
p(Λ) =
2(
n
2)
pi
n
2 ∏
n
k=1 k!
∆(λ)2 exp
(−Tr (Λ2)) .
Note that in the above reasoning, we used the fact that∫
U(n)
dν(U)U f (Λ)U† =
Tr ( f (Λ))
n
1n.
Proposition 6.1 ([13]). Let
Hk(x) = e
x2
(
− d
dx
)k
e−x
2
= k!
[ k2 ]
∑
i=0
(−1)i (2x)
k−2i
i!(k− 2i)! , k = 0, 1, 2, . . .
be the k-th Hermite polynomial. Denote ϕk(x) =
1√
2kk!
√
pi
e− x
2
2 Hk(x). Then the pdf of a generic eigenvalue
of a Hermitian random matrix from GUE(n) is given by
p(x) =
1
n
n−1
∑
k=0
ϕ2k(x) = ϕ
2
n(x)−
√
1+
1
n
ϕn−1(x)ϕn+1(x), x ∈ R. (6.4)
In summary, we get that
EH∈GUE(n) [ f (H)] =
(∫ ∞
−∞
f (x)p(x)dx
)
· 1n. (6.5)
Here p(x) is taken from (6.4).
Proposition 6.2 ([7]). It holds that
EH∈GUE(n)
[
etH
]
= κn(exp, t) · 1n, t ∈ R, (6.6)
where the constant κn(exp, t) is given by
κn(exp, t) =
∫ ∞
−∞
etxp(x)dx = e
t2
4 F
(
1− n, 2;− t
2
2
)
,
where F is the confluent hyper-geometric function defined by F(a, c; z)
def
= ∑∞k=0
(a)kz
k
(c)kk!
for a, c, z ∈ C such
that c /∈ Z\N. Here (a)k := ∏k−1j=0 (a+ j) is the Pochhammer notation.
For example, (i) for n = 2, we see that
EH∈GUE(2)
[
etH
]
= κ2(exp, t) · 12 = 1
4
e
t2
4
(
t2 + 4
) · 12;
(ii) for n = 3 , we see that
EH∈GUE(3)
[
etH
]
= κ3(exp, t) · 13 = 1
24
e
t2
4
(
t4 + 12t2 + 24
)
· 13;
(ii) for n = 4 , we see that
EH∈GUE(4)
[
etH
]
= κ4(exp, t) · 14 = 1
192
e
t2
4
(
t2
(
t2 + 12
)2
+ 192
)
· 14.
Furthermore, we have the following result:
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Proposition 6.3. Assume that both A and B are i.i.d. taken from GUE(n). Let C
def
= A + B whose
eigenvalues consist of the vector c = (c1, . . . , cn). Then
EA,B∈GUE(n) [ f (A + B)] =
1
2
n
2 pi
n2
2
∫
f (C) exp
(
−1
2
Tr
(
C
2
))
[dC] (6.7)
= κn · 1n,
where
κn
def
=
1
n
∫
Rn
Tr ( f (ĉ)) pC,2(c)[dc].
Proof. By the definition, we see that
EA,B∈GUE(n) [ f (A + B)] =
∫∫
f (A + B)dµ(A)dµ(B)
=
∫
[dC] f (C)
∫∫
δ(C− A− B)dµ(A)dµ(B).
Let
ϕ(C)
def
=
∫∫
δ(C − A− B)dµ(A)dµ(B). (6.8)
By employing the Fourier transform of the matrix Dirac delta function [15]:
δ(C− A− B) = 1
2npin
2
∫
ei Tr(T(C−A−B))[dT ],
we get that
ϕ(C) =
1
2npin2
∫
[dT ]ei Tr(TC)
∫
e−i Tr(T A)dµ(A)
∫
e−i Tr(TB)dµ(B).
Obviously, ∫
e−i Tr(T A)dµ(A) =
∫
e−i Tr(TB)dµ(B) def= ψ(T).
In order to calculate ϕ(C), we first compute ψ(T). Now
ψ(T) =
∫
e−i Tr(T A)dµ(A) =
2(
n
2)
pi
n2
2
∫
e−i Tr(T A)−Tr(A
2)[dA],
where
Tr (T A) =
n
∑
k=1
tkkakk + ∑
i<j
2(Re(tij)Re(aij) + Im(tij)Im(aij)),
Tr
(
A
2
)
=
n
∑
k=1
a2kk + ∑
i<j
2(Re(aij)
2 + Im(aij)
2).
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Thus,
ψ(T) =
2(
n
2)
pi
n2
2
n
∏
k=1
∫
exp
(−(itkkakk + a2kk))dakk
×∏
i<j
∫
exp
(−2 (iRe(tij)Re(aij) + Re(aij)2))d(Re(aij))
×∏
i<j
∫
exp
(−2 (iIm(tij)Im(aij) + Im(aij)2))d(Im(aij)).
Since ∫
R
exp(−(ita+ a2))da = √pie− t
2
4 and
∫
R
exp(−2(ita+ a2))da =
√
pi
2
e−
t2
2 ,
it follows that
ψ(T) =
2(
n
2)
pi
n2
2
n
∏
k=1
√
pie−
t2
kk
4 ×∏
i<j
√
pi
2
e−
Re(tij)
2
2
√
pi
2
e−
Im(tij)
2
2
= exp
(
−1
4
n
∑
k=1
t2kk −
1
4 ∑
i<j
2
∣∣tij ∣∣2
)
= e−
1
4 Tr(T
2).
Based on this observation, we get that
ϕ(C) =
1
2npin2
∫
exp
(
i Tr (CT)− 1
2
Tr
(
T
2
))
[dT ] =
1
2
n
2 pi
n2
2
exp
(
−1
2
Tr
(
C
2
))
. (6.9)
Therefore,
EA,B∈GUE(n) [ f (A + B)] =
∫∫
f (A + B)dµ(A)dµ(B)
=
1
2
n
2 pi
n2
2
∫
f (C) exp
(
−1
2
Tr
(
C
2
))
[dC].
Again, by using (6.2), we get that
EA,B∈GUE(n) [ f (A + B)] =
1
2
n
2 pi
n2
2
∫
f (C) exp
(
−1
2
Tr
(
C
2
))
[dC]
=
1
n(2pi)
n
2 ∏
n
k=1 Γ(k)
∫
+∞>c1>···>cn>−∞
Tr ( f (c))∆(c)2e−
1
2 〈c,c〉[dc]
=
1
n
∫
Tr ( f (ĉ)) pC,2(c)[dc].
This completes the proof.
Again, for example, (i) for n = 2, we have
EA,B∈GUE(2)
[
et(A+B)
]
=
1
2!
e
t2
2
(
t2 + 2
) · 12;
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(ii) for n = 3, we have
EA,B∈GUE(3)
[
et(A+B)
]
=
1
3!
e
t2
2
(
t4 + 6t2 + 6
)
· 13;
(iii) for n = 4, we have
EA,B∈GUE(4)
[
et(A+B)
]
=
1
4!
e
t2
2
(
t2
(
t2 + 6
)2
+ 24
)
· 14.
Such results can be directly generalized as follows.
Corollary 6.4. Assume that K random matrices A1, . . . , AK are i.i.d. taken from GUE(n). Let S
def
=
∑
K
k=1 Ak for which the vector consisting of its eigenvalues is denoted by s = (s1, . . . , sn). Then
EAk∈GUE(n),k∈[K]
[
f
(
K
∑
k=1
Ak
)]
=
(
1
n
∫
Rn
Tr ( f (ŝ)) pS,K(s)[ds]
)
· 1n. (6.10)
Moreover, the pdf of a single eigenvalue of S is given by
1
n
√
K
n−1
∑
k=0
ϕk
(
x√
K
)2
=
1√
K
ϕn
(
x√
K
)
2 −
√
n+ 1
Kn
ϕn−1
(
x√
K
)
ϕn+1
(
x√
K
)
. (6.11)
It is well known that, for any two n× n Hermitian matrices X and Y , the Golden-Thompson
inequality holds:
Tr
(
eX+Y
)
6 Tr
(
eX eY
)
. (6.12)
Define the ratio
αn
def
=
EX ,Y∈GUE(n)
[
Tr
(
eX eY
)]
EX ,Y∈GUE(n) [Tr (eX+Y)]
.
Then
αn =
F
(
1− n, 2;− 12
)2
F (1− n, 2;−1) . (6.13)
Hence we have α2 =
25
24 ≈ e0.040822. Furthermore, α3 = 13691248 ≈ e0.0925383 and α4 = 130321112128 ≈ e0.15036.
We calculate the ratios of (6.13) for various n, and plot them in Figure 1 (see the solid blue
line). We can use a linear function to fit the values ln αn for large n, where we plot the curve
ln αn = 0.0074n+ 16.8173 (see the dotted red line). We conjecture the limit:
lim
n→∞
ln αn
n
= Const.
In all, from these computation, we observe that the ratio αn exponentially increases with the
matrix size n. This partly answers the question proposed by Forrester [6].
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7 Applications in quantum information theory
Recall that a positive semi-definite matrix of unit trace are called a density matrix which are used
to describe a state of quantum systems. Denote the set of all density matrices of size n by D (Cn).
Let A = 12ρ1 and B =
1
2ρ2, where ρ1, ρ2 ∈ D
(
C2
)
, the set of density matrices of all qubit states.
Then α = 12(1− µ, µ), β = 12 (1− ν, ν) and γ = (1− λ,λ) where µ, ν ∈ (0, 1/2) and λ ∈ (0, 1).
Thus
p(λ|µ, ν) =

1
2−λ
( 12−µ)( 12−ν)
, if λ ∈ [T0, T1],
λ− 12
( 12−µ)( 12−ν)
, if λ ∈ [1− T1, 1− T0] ,
(7.1)
where T0 := T0(µ, ν) =
µ+ν
2 and T1 := T1(µ, ν) =
1−|µ−ν |
2 . Let C
diag = diag(1− x, x) for x ∈ [0, 1].
Then Cdiag = Adiag + Bdiag since C = A + B. Thus there exist t, s ∈ [0, 1] such that
1− x = (1− t)1− µ
2
+ t
µ
2
+ (1− s)1− ν
2
+ s
ν
2
,
x = t
1− µ
2
+ (1− t)µ
2
+ s
1− ν
2
+ (1− s)ν
2
.
This implies that
1− 2x =
(
1
2
− µ
)
(1− 2t) +
(
1
2
− ν
)
(1− 2s).
For fixed µ, ν ∈ [0, 12], we see that as a function of arguments (t, s) ∈ [0, 1]× [0, 1],(
1
2
− µ
)
(1− 2t) +
(
1
2
− ν
)
(1− 2s)
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has the maximum 1− µ− ν and the minimum µ + ν− 1. Therefore,
µ + ν− 1 6 1− 2x 6 1− µ− ν ⇐⇒ x ∈ [T0, 1− T0].
We also have that
q(x|µ, ν) = 1
2
(
1
2 − µ
) (
1
2 − ν
) (|x− T0 |+ |x− (1− T0)| − |x− T1 | − |x− (1− T1)|) .
Furthermore, simplifying it into the following form:
q(x|µ, ν) = 1(
1
2 − µ
) (
1
2 − ν
)

x− T0, if x ∈ [T0, T1],
T1 − T0, if x ∈ [T1, 1− T1],
−x+ (1− T0), if x ∈ [1− T1, 1− T0].
(7.2)
The details for proving the normalization of q(x|µ, ν) can be found in Subsection D.
7.1 Uniform average distance between two orbits
We consider the following quantum Jensen-Shannon divergence which is defined by
QJSD(ρ1, ρ2) :=
1
2
[S(ρ1||ρ) + S(ρ2||ρ)] ,
where ρ = 12ρ1 +
1
2ρ2 and S(ρi||ρ) = Tr (ρi(ln ρi − ln ρ)) is the so-called relative entropy. Clearly,
QJSD(ρ1, ρ2) = S
(
1
2ρ1 +
1
2ρ2
)− 12S(ρ1)− 12S(ρ2). We may use our results obtained previously to
investigate the average QJSD between two unitary orbits:∫∫
dµHaar(U)dµHaar(V)QJSD(Uρ1U
†,Vρ2V
†)
=
∫∫
dµHaar(U)dµHaar(V)S
(
1
2
Uρ1U
† +
1
2
Vρ2V
†
)
− 1
2
H2(µ)− 1
2
H2(ν)
=
∫ T1
T0
H2(λ)
1
2 − λ
( 12 − µ)( 12 − ν)
dλ +
∫ 1−T0
1−T1
H2(λ)
λ− 12
( 12 − µ)( 12 − ν)
dλ− 1
2
H2(µ)− 1
2
H2(ν),
where H2(x) := −x ln x− (1− x) ln(1− x) is the binary entropy function for x ∈ [0, 1].
This gives an explicit expression about the uniform average QJSD, i.e., uniform average quan-
tum Jensen-Shannon divergence, between two distinctive isospectral quantum states. Define
QJSD(Oµ,Oν) :=
∫∫
dµHaar(U)dµHaar(V)QJSD(Uρ1U
†,Vρ2V
†),
where Ox =
{
Udiag(1− x, x)U† : U ∈ U(2)} for x ∈ [0, 1]. Thus we see that
QJSD(Oµ,Oν) =
∫ 1
0
H2(λ)p(λ|µ, ν)dλ − 1
2
H2(µ)− 1
2
H2(ν), (7.3)
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where∫ 1
0
H2(λ)p(λ|µ, ν)dλ = 1
( 12 − µ)( 12 − ν)
(7.4)
×
[∫ T1
T0
H2(λ)
(
1
2
− λ
)
dλ +
∫ 1−T0
1−T1
H2(λ)
(
λ− 1
2
)
dλ
]
. (7.5)
To this end, we need to calculate the following two indefinite integrals (see Appendix):
F0(x) =
∫
H2(x)dx and F1(x) =
∫
H2(x)xdx. (7.6)
By using the formulae for F0, F1 (the explicit expressions can be found in Appendix), for x ∈ [0, 1]
F0(1− x) + F0(x) = 0, (7.7)
F1(x)− F1(1− x) = F0(x). (7.8)
we see that
QJSD(Oµ,Oν) =
[
1
2F0(λ)− F1(λ)
]T1
T0
+
[
F1(λ)− 12F0(λ)
]1−T0
1−T1
( 12 − µ)( 12 − ν)
− 1
2
H2(µ)− 1
2
H2(ν). (7.9)
Denote QJSD(Oµ,Oν) as ϕ(µ, ν), where (µ, ν) ∈
[
0, 12
]× [0, 12]. That is,
ϕ(µ, ν) :=
Φ(µ, ν)
( 12 − µ)( 12 − ν)
− 1
2
H2(µ)− 1
2
H2(ν), (7.10)
where
Φ(µ, ν) =
[
1
2
F0(λ)− F1(λ)
]T1
T0
+
[
F1(λ)− 1
2
F0(λ)
]1−T0
1−T1
=
1
2
(F0(T1) + F0(1− T1)− F0(T0)− F0(1− T0))
+(F1(T0) + F1(1− T0)− F1(T1)− F1(1− T1))
and (µ, ν) ∈ [0, 12 ]× [0, 12 ]. Thus using (7.7), we get
Φ(µ, ν) = F1(T0) + F1(1− T0)− F1(T1)− F1(1− T1). (7.11)
And therefore we have
ϕ(µ, ν) =
F1(T0) + F1(1− T0)− F1(T1)− F1(1− T1)
( 12 − µ)( 12 − ν)
− 1
2
H2(µ)− 1
2
H2(ν). (7.12)
We plot the three-dimensional shaded surface of ϕ(µ, ν) in Figure 2 to illustrate the rela-
tionship among µ, ν and ϕ. The symmetry of µ and ν is obvious. The maximum is achieved
at (0, 0). That is, ϕ(0, 0) = 13 ln 2 +
1
6 . And the minimum is ϕ(
1
2 ,
1
2) = 0. The case where µ
or ν = 0 corresponds to the pure state, and the case where µ or ν = 12 corresponds to the
maximum mixed state. Hence, the quantum Jensen-Shannon divergence is the largest in the
case of two pure states, and smallest in the case of two maximally mixed states. In addition,
ϕ( 12 , 0) = ϕ(0,
1
2) = − 34 ln 34 = 0.2158.
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7.2 Average coherence of uniform mixture of two orbits
In this subsection, we will see that the derivative principle is naturally related to quantum co-
herence of relative entropy, a hot topic which is intensive studied from various angles [3]. Let
us recall that the coherence of relative entropy proposed by Baumgratz et al is quantified by the
relative entropy between a given state and the nearest incoherent state to the original one. Specif-
ically, it is given by C (ρ) = S(ρdiag) − S(ρ). Surprisedly, it is determined by both the diagonal
part and its eigenvalues of this given state. When we study the quantum coherence of relative
entropy of a random quantum state and its typicality, the derivative principle naturally applies.
Recently, indeed, we considered the average coherence and its typicality [15, 17]. Here we will
present more subtle result about quantum coherence of a random state limited to the qubit case.
In the following we consider the average coherence of uniform mixture of two unitary orbits
with respective prescribed spectra, i.e.,
C (Oµ,Oν) :=
∫∫
dµHaar(U)dµHaar(V)C
(
1
2
Uρ1U
† +
1
2
Vρ2V
†
)
=
∫∫
dµHaar(U)dµHaar(V)
[
S
((
1
2
Uρ1U
† +
1
2
Vρ2V
†
)
diag
)
− S
(
1
2
Uρ1U
† +
1
2
Vρ2V
†
)]
=
∫ 1
0
H2(x)q(x|µ, ν)dx −
∫ 1
0
H2(λ)p(λ|µ, ν)dλ, (7.13)
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where∫ 1
0
H2(x)q(x|µ, ν)dx =
[F1(x)− T0F0(x)]T1T0 + (T1 − T0) [F0(x)]
1−T1
T1
+ [(1− T0)F0(x)− F1(x)]1−T01−T1
( 12 − µ)( 12 − ν)
.
Denote C (Oµ,Oν) as ψ(µ, ν), where (µ, ν) ∈
[
0, 12
]× [0, 12]. That is,
ψ(µ, ν) :=
Ψ(µ, ν)−Φ(µ, ν)
( 12 − µ)( 12 − ν)
, (7.14)
where
Ψ(µ, ν) := [F1(x)− T0F0(x)]T1T0 + (T1 − T0) [F0(x)]
1−T1
T1
+ [(1− T0)F0(x)− F1(x)]1−T01−T1
= T0 · F0(T0) + (1− T0) · F0(1− T0)− T1 · F0(T1)− (1− T1) · F0(1− T1)−Φ(µ, ν)
and Φ(µ, ν) is from Eq. (7.11) and (µ, ν) ∈ [0, 12]× [0, 12]. Thus using (7.7) again, we get
Ψ(µ, ν) + Φ(µ, ν) = (2T0 − 1) · F0(T0)− (2T1 − 1) · F0(T1). (7.15)
This implies that
ψ(µ, ν) :=
(2T0 − 1)F0(T0)− (2T1 − 1)F0(T1)− 2Φ(µ, ν)
( 12 − µ)( 12 − ν)
, (7.16)
We can see that ψ(µ, ν) is completely determined by two integrals
∫ 1
0
H2(x)q(x|µ, ν)dx and∫ 1
0 H2(x)p(x|µ, ν)dx in (7.13). The shaded surface and contours of these two integrals with re-
spect to (µ, ν) are respectively shown in Figure 3. The biggest difference between the two inte-
grals appears at (0, 0), while the difference approaches zero at ( 12 ,
1
2). The substraction of the two
integrals yields the function ψ(µ, ν). We plot the three-dimensional shaded surface of ψ(µ, ν)
in Figure 4 to illustrate the relationship among µ, ν and ψ. The symmetry of ψ on the param-
eters µ and ν can be easily checked. The maximum is achieved at (0, 0). Specifically we have
ψ(0, 0) = 23(1− ln 2) = 0.2046. The minimum is the limit at ( 12 , 12 ), i.e., ψ( 12 , 12) = 0. In addition,
ψ(0, 12) = ψ(
1
2 , 0) =
1
2 − 38 ln 3 = 0.0880.
8 Concluding remarks
In this paper, we investigate a variant of Horn’s problem, i.e., we identify the pdf of the diagonals
of the sum of two random Hermitian matrices with given spectra. We then use it, together with
derivative principle, to re-derive the pdf of the eigenvalues of the sum of two random Hermitian
matrices with given spectra. This recovers Zuber’s recent results on the pdf of the eigenvalues
of two random Hermitian matrices with given spectra. Then we apply these results further to
derive the analytical expressions of eigenvalues of the sum of two random Hermitian matrices
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from GUE(n) or Wishart ensemble by derivative principle, respectively. We also investigate the
statistics of exponential of randommatrices and connect themwith Golden-Thompson inequality,
and partly answer a question proposed by Forrester. The results obtained are also employed to
analyze quantum Jensen-Shannon divergence between two unitary orbits with their prescribed
spectra and quantum coherence of mixture of two unitary orbits. Although these applications in
quantum information theory are just around 2-dimensional space, we believe our methods used
in the present work can be extended to higher dimensional space.
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Appendices
Recall a basic formula for indefinite integral (ignoring constants):∫
xνdx =
xν+1
ν + 1
, ν 6= −1.
This implies that ∫
xν ln xdx =
∫
d
dν
xνdx =
d
dν
∫
xνdx =
d
dν
(
xν+1
ν + 1
)
.
That is, ∫
xν ln xdx =
xν+1 [(ν + 1) ln x− 1]
(ν + 1)2
.
Thus,
(i) For ν = 1, we have ∫
x ln xdx =
1
4
x2(2 ln x− 1).
(ii) For ν = 2, we have ∫
x2 ln xdx =
1
9
x3(3 ln x− 1).
We also need the following formula:∫
x(1− x)νdx = (1− x)
ν+2
ν + 2
− (1− x)
ν+1
ν + 1
, ν 6= −1.
Based on this formula, we get that∫
x(1− x)ν ln(1− x)dx = (1− x)
ν+2 [(ν + 2) ln(1− x)− 1]
(ν + 2)2
− (1− x)
ν+1 [(ν + 1) ln(1− x)− 1]
(ν + 1)2
.
For ν = 1, we see that∫
x(1− x) ln(1− x)dx = (1− x)
3 [3 ln(1− x)− 1]
9
− (1− x)
2 [2 ln(1− x)− 1]
4
.
A The formula for
∫
H2(x)dx
Since H2(x) = −x ln x− (1− x) ln(1− x), it follows that∫
H2(x)dx = −
∫
x ln xdx−
∫
(1− x) ln(1− x)dx
=
∫
(1− x) ln(1− x)d(1− x)−
∫
x ln xdx.
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That is, ∫
H2(x)dx =
1
4
(1− x)2 [2 ln(1− x)− 1]− 1
4
x2(2 ln x− 1) := F0(x). (A.1)
Besides, it is also easily seen that F0(1− x) = −F0(x).
B The formula for
∫
H2(x)xdx
It is easily seen that∫
H2(x)xdx = −
∫
x2 ln xdx−
∫
x(1− x) ln(1− x)dx
=
1
4
(1− x)2 [2 ln(1− x)− 1]− 1
9
(1− x)3 [3 ln(1− x)− 1]− 1
9
x3(3 ln x− 1) := F1(x).(B.1)
Note also that
F1(1− x) = 1
4
x2 [2 ln x− 1]− 1
9
x3(3 ln x− 1)− 1
9
(1− x)3 [3 ln(1− x)− 1] . (B.2)
Then
F1(x)− F1(1− x) = F0(x). (B.3)
C The normalization of p(λ|µ, ν)
Define the notations T1 =
1−|µ−ν |
2 and T0 =
µ+ν
2 , where µ, ν ∈
[
0, 12
]
. Then 1− T1 = 1+|µ−ν |2 and
1− T0 = 2−µ−ν2 . Note that p(λ|µ, ν) is concentrated on the union [T0, T1]∪ [1− T1, 1− T0] ⊂ [0, 1],
and vanished on [0, 1]\[T0, T1] ∪ [1− T1, 1− T0]. Thus we see that∫ 1
0
p(λ|µ, ν)dλ = 1
2
(
1
2 − µ
) (
1
2 − ν
) [∫ T1
T0
(
1
2
− λ
)
dλ +
∫ 1−T1
1−T0
(
λ− 1
2
)
dλ
]
=
1
2
(
1
2 − µ
) (
1
2 − ν
) [(λ− λ2)∣∣T1
T0
+ (λ2 − λ)∣∣1−T1
1−T0
]
,
implying that ∫ 1
0
p(λ|µ, ν)dλ = (T1 − T0)(1− T1 − T0)(
1
2 − µ
) (
1
2 − ν
) = 1. (C.1)
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D The normalization of q(x|µ, ν)
Note that q(x|µ, ν) is concentrated on [T0, 1−T0] ⊂ [0, 1] and q(x|µ, ν) is vanished on [0, 1]\[T0 , 1−
T0]. Direct check is as follows:∫ 1
0
q(x|µ, ν)dx = 1(
1
2 − µ
) (
1
2 − ν
)
×
[∫ T1
T0
(x− T0)dx+
∫ 1−T1
T1
(T1 − T0)dx+
∫ 1−T0
1−T1
(−x+ (1− T0))dx
]
=
[
1
2 x
2 − T0x
]T1
T0
+ (T1 − T0)(1− 2T1) +
[− 12x2 + (1− T0)x]1−T01−T1(
1
2 − µ
) (
1
2 − ν
) ,
implying that ∫ 1
0
q(x|µ, ν)dx = (T1 − T0)(1− T1 − T0)(
1
2 − µ
) (
1
2 − ν
) = 1. (D.1)
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